outcome. Indeed, the case studies in each chapter are a good introduction to the subsequent discussion. They allow the reader to contemplate different aspects of the case, consider their prior knowledge of the evidence for the interventions described, think ''what would I do/have done if I was the clinician looking after this patient,'' and reflect on the case -all before moving on to the discussion.
The realistic nature of the case studies is refreshing. Some interventions described are acknowledged as not evidence-based, but their use is explained as ''a result of local practice.'' These deviations from evidence-based medicine prompt readers to reflect on their own practice while highlighting the importance of critical appraisal of local dogma. The use of real-life case studies also reminds the reader that ICM requires more than memorizing a syllabus -that it is the individual patient who is at the core of everything we do. This concept is beautifully demonstrated in the photographs included in a case study of a patient who had suffered severe burns. The authors presented images of the young woman on the operating table undergoing burn wound debridement and grafting and, subsequently, at a follow-up clinic, smiling.
There is good use made of tables and diagrams within the text, as well as a number of clinical, radiological, and histological images. Although these tools help break up the text and simplify or highlight certain information, they cause an occasional chapter to be fairly lengthy. Most chapters remain reasonably short, however, allowing the reader an opportunity to digest their dense nature quickly.
The information in this book is, for the most part, accurate and as up to date as possible. The authors clearly acknowledge situations where relevant evidence is currently being studied, has potential to change, or is contentious. Occasionally, however, the facts provided are erroneous. For example, in the chapter discussing necrotizing soft tissue infections, the information delivered regarding the salience of predisposing factors in various types of necrotizing fasciitis contradicts itself between the introduction and the conclusion. There are also a few spelling and grammatical errors in the book, and on occasion the graphics within accompanying tables and diagrams do not quite line up properly. Lastly, the book synopsis quotes ''48 case studies'' when there appears to be only 45. Although these errors are noticeable, they are easily rectifiable in a future edition.
This book is a good collection of relevant and interesting case studies, pragmatic discussions, and appropriate references for further education. The cases described may be familiar or unfamiliar to the reader, allowing both learning of new material and consolidation of previously reviewed topics. Although not designed to be an exhaustive text on all aspects of ICM, the authors have fulfilled their objective of providing an excellent source of reading material for examination preparation, group discussion, and individual learning. Despite some minor errors, which can be easily corrected in a future edition, I enjoyed reading this book and found it a useful reference. I would recommend it not only to individuals preparing for ICM examinations, but also as an educational source for all professionals looking after critically ill patients, and as a refresher for experienced intensive care physicians.
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